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Add 42 Yards To Your Drives

Introduction
Can you REALLY add 42 yards to your drives? And can that added distance be accurate?
YES!
When you read this entire book you’re going to see exactly how you can do it. As you’ll see
it’s not as farfetched as you might think. To give you a bit of an idea of how you’re going to
do this you need to know there’s three things that you must focus on to add 42 yards to
your drives. They are:
1. Your Technique
2. Your Body
3. Your Equipment
We’re going to take you through each of these 3 elements and tell you what you need to do
and focus on to add 42 yards to your drives.
Are you excited?
I hope so, because hitting longer drives is such great fun. It makes golf more fun and it feels
great when people comment on how much further you’re hitting it.
Now to help you see how the information in this book is going to fit into your golf game
we’re going to use a fictional “average” golfer named John. Here is a picture of John.

Average Golfer - John
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We’re doing this to show you how John can really add 42 yards to his drives and this in turn
will help you to do the same. So even though we are giving instructions to John we are really
giving them to you.
You may be an average golfer like John or you may be above average, or you may be just
starting out in golf. It doesn’t matter. The information in this book will help any golfer of
any level to add yards to their drives. Naturally, some golfers are going to be stronger in
some areas we cover than others, and that’s OK. Just try what we’re saying and work on the
things where you feel you could apply the instructions and benefit from them.
Having said that, the information in Day 1 can benefit every golfer, no matter if you’re the
best golfer in the world or someone just starting out, so let’s get started.
Now to get a starting point for our student (John) we need to know how long his drives are
currently going. So to do this we need John to go to a driving range and hit 20 drives.
When John does this we find that out of his 20 drives the shortest shot goes 200 yards and
the longest drive goes 240 yards. But John’s average drive works out to be 220.45 yards. So
if John could add 42 yards to his drives he would hit the ball 262.45 yards on average. The
range probably would be from 240 yards to 280 yards. An improvement most “average”
golfers would be happy with, right?
Ok, let’s get started with helping John (a.k.a –YOU!) to add 42 yards to his drives...
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Day 1
To start with let’s look at John’s setup position, which is the focus for Day 1…

And let’s start by looking at John’s grip.

By looking at this picture it is evident that John’s left hand grip is very weak. This is a very
common mistake that the average golfer makes, usually without even realizing that they
have this problem.
There’s so much information on how to form a grip that it’s pretty pointless to give you
step-by-step instructions here, because you can get information almost anywhere on how to
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form the golf grip. Besides, we believe we have a better solution rather than just following
some step-by-step ‘how to form a grip’ instructions. But just so we’ve got all bases covered
in this book here is a video of how to form the grip. Before watching it, please don’t get
distracted by the contents. Just watch it and then keep reading because what we have to
say after the video is very important.

Ok, so that’s a good video on how to form the golf grip with pretty standard ‘how to’
information. And if John followed that advice he would fix his weak left hand grip and he
would hit longer drives.
Or would he?
Here’s what we think would happen if John watched that video and then followed the
instructions. John would follow the instructions and get his hands into a good position. Then
the next time John goes out to play golf he may try to use the “new” grip, but chances are
that he’ll just go back to his old grip because that’s what he’s used to. It’s an ingrained habit.
Now habits can either work for you or against you. In John’s case with the golf grip the
habitual way he holds the club is hurting his golf swing and it makes him hit the ball a
shorter distance than he should. So John could watch all the ‘How To Form A Golf Grip’
video’s he wants, but the only way he is going to make a real change is to form a NEW habit.
You see, when you grip a golf club it should not be a conscious act to do it. You need to take
your grip subconsciously and automatically so you step up to the golf ball with a great golf
grip that will help you to hit the golf ball as long and far as possible, and here’s the best way
of doing that.
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Get an old club and get a training grip like this one to put on it.

Once you have a training grip on an old golf club then keep the club somewhere handy to
you throughout the day and practice forming your grip regularly. For example, every day
practice forming your good golf grip at least 10 times a day. You could do this in less than a
minute in total each day, but it’s a very valuable way of training yourself to grip the club
automatically so that you hit your drives as long and accurate as possible.
So there you go, that’s the first thing you should do to add 42 yards to your drives. Practice
forming your correct grip every day with a training grip.
Before we move on from the golf grip here is an important observation. If you look at the
completed grips of the longer hitters they will tend towards a stronger grip than a weaker
grip. But there’s a famous golf instructional book by Ben Hogan called “Five Lessons: The
Modern Fundamentals of Golf” that has 18 pages on the grip. Here is a picture of Ben
Hogan’s golf grip from that book…

Ben Hogan’s Weak Grip
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As you can see, Ben Hogan has a pretty weak grip and sadly a lot of golfers try to copy his
“weak” grip without understanding something important about Ben Hogan.
You see, as a young up and coming golfer Ben Hogan had a very strong grip and he suffered
from a vicious hook problem. To help combat this he did a number of things, but the major
thing he did was to weaken his grip. Now because most golfers suffer from a slice problem
not a hook problem a stronger grip is more advisable.
When our student, John, starts using a stronger left hand grip it will feel very unnatural. But
that’s fine because if you do things that feel unnatural that normally means you’re making a
change. And by doing things that are different you’ll get different results. In this
case…longer drives!
So remember that if you get a training grip and it feels unusual for you then that is a sign
that you’ve been gripping the golf club wrong, and generally that will mean you’ll be hitting
shots shorter than you should be.
Ok, that’s the golf grip well and truly covered. Next up we’re going to look at ball position.
When you’re hitting a driver your ball should be positioned just inside the left heel. The
reason for this is because to hit drives as long as you can the club should be contacting the
ball on a slight up swing.
When you’re swinging you can’t obviously think about doing this. That’s why ball position is
so critical, because where you position the ball largely determines the angle of attack into
the ball. Let’s look at a picture of John in his face-on setup position.
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As you can see from this picture John has the ball positioned a fraction too far forward in his
stance.
Like the grip, it is very easy to get into bad habits as far as ball position is concerned. So the
best piece of advice we can give you as far as ball position is concerned is that every time
you are practicing you should setup a hitting station that forces you to get the ball
positioned correctly.
To do this simply place a club down from the back of the ball to go in between your feet.
Then position your left foot so it’s touching the golf club. Remember when doing this, that
you hit the back of the ball. So you want your ball position aid to be from the back of the
ball. You can buy things like this to help you do this, but golf clubs work just as well…

As we have said, getting the ball positioned correctly is a habitual skill and to help you
improve in this area here is what you should do. At home find some alignment aids that will
help you to setup with a ball positioned correctly. Tiles or floorboards work well for this.

Ball Position Alignment Aid At Home!
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Place a ball on a line and setup to the ball with your driver and make sure your ball is
positioned perfectly just inside your left heel. Again remember, you hit the back of the ball
so take the line from the back of the ball. This is something you can obviously do at home,
anytime. If you don’t have any alignment aids on your floor at home simply use golf clubs
and practice setting up to a ball with your ball positioned perfectly for longer drives. All
right, next up we have alignment so let’s look at John’s alignment on this shot…

John's Alignment
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Like most average golfers John is aligned incorrectly. By aligning himself a long way to the
right John will have to come over the top when he swings in order to get the ball going
straight where he wants. A good shot for John from this setup position would be a straight
pull. Setting up like this will not only cost John distance, but also consistency. John could
make the golf swing a lot easier by aligning his body parallel to where he wants the golf ball
to start. An analogy of this is a railway track. The ball should be on one railway track and the
feet on the other track.

Imagine A Railway Track Going Towards Your Target
Here is a picture of a golfer with perfect alignment.

Perfect Alignment And Posture For Long, Accurate Drives
To check your feet alignment setup to a golf shot as normal and once you’re all set then get
your golf club and put it behind your heels. After you have done this walk away behind your
ball and see where your feet where aligned. If necessary make changes to your feet
alignment so you are aligned correctly. And by correctly, we mean all of your body parts –
i.e. feet, knees, hips and shoulders all parallel to the starting line of your golf ball.
Another good way of checking your alignment is to get someone to take a picture of you
setting up to a golf shot, just like the picture of John shows. Or you can practice setting up in
front of a large window where you can see your reflection (or a mirror), but so that you
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have a down the line view of your alignment. Once you’re setup then look in the window or
mirror and see how your alignment is. Before we move on here’s one final important point
on alignment.
One big common mistake golfers make when setting up to the golf ball is to have one part of
their body pointing in one direction, i.e. closed, and another part pointing in another
direction, i.e. open. Commonly this is done with the feet and shoulders. You’ll get more
consistent golf shots if all body parts are in alignment. So make sure you practice this, and
it’s not hard to practice this because you can do it at home.
Like we’ve shown you for practicing ball positioning, find some part of your house that has
parallel lines and setup using that as a guide. At the same time as doing this use a guide so
you can make sure the ball is positioned perfectly. Again, if you don’t have lines on a surface
in your home just use golf clubs. There’s no excuse to be badly lined up when playing golf.
Now in a normal game of golf you’re going to tee off 18 times. So if you practiced setting up
to a shot 18 times a day with perfect alignment and ball position, then after one month of
doing this you would not believe how much better your ball striking would be.
Next let’s look at a critical component of the setup that has a big affect on how far you hit
the golf ball. That aspect is…

Posture
Your posture has a big affect on your golf swing because it largely determines whether or
not you can shift your weight and turn fully without restriction away from the golf ball, and
then back through the golf ball. Also, your posture in your setup has a big affect on how well
you maintain your balance as you’re swinging, which in turn has a big impact on how fast
you can swing down and through the ball, and naturally, this largely determines how far you
can hit the ball.
Like with the grip we’re not going to reinvent the wheel as far as posture is concerned.
There are a lot of resources that tell you how to create a good posture position. But here’s
the thing with posture. It’s better that you are in a natural position ready to move in both
directions and a good way of looking at posture for longer drives is to look at other sports
that require quick movement and see how they setup. Here are 2 examples.
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Tennis

Baseball
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Having posture that helps you to hit longer drives is not rocket science. But unlike the two
sports on the previous page, golf does not have a moving ball until the club makes impact
with the ball. Because of this a lot of golfers setup as though they are waiting in line at the
movies rather than they are just about to perform one of the most powerful moves in all of
sports – which a golf swing is.
When you setup to a golf ball you must feel athletic. You must feel like you’re ready to
move quickly in either direction, because you need to be!
Now the great thing about posture is that it’s really easy to achieve a great, athletic posture
position. If we look at John’s posture position he has some good things going on. BUT he
also has some things which are hurting his ball striking and causing him to hit his drives
shorter than they should be. But before we look at John’s posture, here’s the simple steps
you need to take to get into a good posture position.
Step 1. Stand up straight with your feet about shoulder width apart.
Step 2. Flex your knees slightly to take the straightness out of them.
Step 3. Place a club along your spine (downwards).
Step 4. Bend forward making sure that your spine remains straight using the golf club to
check this. When you do this you want your backside to move back as you bend because it
creates a balanced and more centered posture position. Naturally for a driver you won’t
need to be as bent over as you would if you’re using a wedge.
Step 5. The final step is to move your left hip slightly towards your target (or the right hip
for lefties). This is a critical step as it places your head behind the ball, which is perfect for
longer drives.
Now if we look at John’s setup from the down-the-line view, he is in a good position just like
he’s followed the steps you’ve just been given. But when we look face-on we can see that
there’s some big issues that are preventing John from longer drives, and these are very
common problems. So take a look at John’s setup again from the face-on view and we’ll
point out some critical things that John needs to change in his setup for longer drives.
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John's Face On Setup Position
Clearly John has not moved his left hip towards the target by an inch or two as he is setting
up. It is very easy to tell this because John’s shoulders are level at address. When you look
at a golfer from the face-on view the right shoulder should be a lot lower than the left.
This should happen naturally as a result of the right hand being lower on the club than the
left and the hips being moved towards the target, which naturally lowers the right side at
setup. Also, the grip should be positioned in the middle of the left thigh, not in the middle of
the body as John has it in this picture.
Another problem John has in his setup is his feet positioning. Firstly, his feet are not wide
enough apart. The feet should be at least shoulder width apart for a driver. This is taken
from the inside of the feet. As you can see from this picture, John needs to move each foot
out by a number of inches for his feet to be shoulder width apart.
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The Inside Of Each Foot Should Be On The Red Lines
A lot of people think that having the feet shoulder width apart for a drive is too wide. But if
you look at athletes playing other sports where they need quick movement in either
direction they will have their feet very wide apart. The same is true in the golf swing. You
need a very solid and stable base from which to swing fast.
Now another subtle but very important setup fault that John is exhibiting is the positioning
of his feet. John’s left foot is barely turned out towards the target. It should be turned out
towards the target by 20-30 degrees. By doing this it will allow John to get through the ball
quicker, which will help him to hit longer shots. If you want to swing longer on the
backswing you can turn your right foot out away from the target by about 10-15 degrees.
This is a personal preference however, and more for older golfers who lack flexibility.
Alright, those are the important elements of posture. In fact, those are all the important
elements of the setup. So here is a little plan you can use to practice these elements and to
make them your own so you can hit the ball longer.
Grip – Practice the correct grip using a training grip aid for a few minutes every day. We
suggest 10-18 times each day.
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Posture – Practice getting into a good posture position for a drive. We suggest you practice
the posture drill we have given you 10 times every day.
Ball Position – Practice setting up to a golf ball with a driver and have your ball positioned
perfectly. We suggest you do this everyday, combined with alignment at least 18 times.
Alignment – Practice setting up to a golf ball with an alignment device for your feet and
then check the other parts of your body are also aligned correctly. Again, you can practice
this combined with ball position at least 18 times each day.
Everything you’ve read about today can be practiced inside at home. No golfer has an
excuse not to have a tour level setup position. It does not take any special abilities to have
a great setup position. So the first step on your journey to adding 42 yards to your drives is
to work on improving your setup position. It doesn’t matter what level of golfer you are, this
applies to you. If you go to any tour event you’ll see all the best golfers in the world using
alignment devices when practicing and they’ll be checking their grips etc, etc. Even when
you’ve mastered the setup position you should check it regularly because it’s very easy to
slip back into old habits over time. So check and practice regularly, even when you think
you’ve got it all mastered.
If it’s good enough for the tour pros, it’s good enough for you!
Before we wrap up Day 1 of this book here is one last important tip.
To hit your drives as long as possible you need to be relaxed and not tense, especially in
your hands. A great way of making this a habit is to do the following: every time you grip the
club squeeze the club as hard as you can and hold this for 5 seconds and then release it.
What this tense and release does is it will make it much less likely for you to have too much
tension in your hands as you’re swinging.
Ok, with all that being said, the only way you’re going to start to add 42 yards to your drives
is if you take action. So start to put this information into action. To help you do this, at the
end of this book we have some daily, golf setup task sheets for you to use to track your
practice. If you complete 30 days of the setup tasks you won’t believe what a big, positive
difference it will have on your ball striking. But don’t believe us. Instead put it to the test
for 30 days and see the difference for yourself.
We’re sure if you do this you’ll notice your drives going consistently longer. This is the start
of you adding yards to your drives. It’s the foundation needed to support what is coming up
so you get the most benefit from the rest of the course.
Next in Day 2 of this course we’re going to look at the golf swing and the critical things you
can do to hit the ball further so go to Day 2 now.
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Day 2
Today we’re going to look at the backswing, transition and downswing. The focus of this
lesson is the “important” things you need to focus on for longer drives, because the golf
swing has been one of the most dissected sport movements there is. Some golfers even
have arguments about what “should” happen in the golf swing. But for every “should” you’ll
find someone that contradicts it. For example, your right elbow should be tucked in at the
top of the backswing. But Jack Nicklaus seemed to do OK with a flying right elbow.
You shouldn’t swing past parallel. But John Daly, Phil Mickelson, Sam Sneed, Fred Couples all
have hit the golf ball pretty good swinging past parallel.
You should have a one piece takeaway. No, you should pick the club up at the start of the
backswing…. etc
So we’re not going to get into a debate about these types of theories or swing methods.
Instead this course is about helping you to know what you should be doing to add yards to
your drives. And most of this advice comes from looking at what long hitters do and then
trying to do the same. It’s about modelling success. So the “should’s” we are giving you in
this lesson are not swing theories or swing methods. They are the important things needed
for longer drives. So with that being said, let’s look at the backswing first.

The backswing consists of 3 main elements:
1. Weight shift
2. Body turn
3. Wrist cock
We’ll start our quest for longer drives by looking at weight shift first.
When you’re taking the club away from the ball you should shift your weight to your right
side at the beginning of your swing. But when you move your weight to the right it must
never go to the outside of your right foot. The weight shift should be done very early in your
backswing. Once the club reaches a position where it is parallel with the ground all the
weight shift that should occur in your backswing should have long taken place.
Now if you’ve been doing some research into the golf swing you probably have come across
a swing method that advocates no weight shift in the backswing. But all the evidence we’ve
seen on weight shift shows that the best ball strikers all shift their weight to the right on the
backswing.
It’s very important, however, that the weight is moved to the inside of the right foot. A good
way to feel this is to setup to a shot as normal, but place something underneath the outside
of the right foot. A golf ball works well for this or you can even use a golf grip.
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When you’re transferring your weight to the right in your backswing you don’t need to think
of percentages or anything like that. But you’re probably wondering how you can tell
whether you’re transferring your weight to the right correctly. Well, we have a way you can
do this. But to help explain this watch these two swings and watch their footwork as they’re
swinging, especially the front foot.
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Notice how with both players, the heel of the front foot comes up on the backswing. A
supposed definite no, no.
Anyway, a great way to feel what should be happening as far as weight shift is concerned is
to swing back and let your left heel (right heel for left handers) come up off the ground on
the backswing. Just like Jack Nicklaus did in his backswing.
It is very hard to not transfer your weight to the right on your backswing when you’re
lifting up your left heel on the backswing. And if you have a reverse pivot it will be
impossible for you to lift up your left heel as you’re swinging the club back.
So there you go, to help you transfer your weight correctly on your backswing you now have
two drills you can do to work on this important aspect of the backswing. Let’s now look at
the body turn…
As long as your right leg remains close to the same position during the backswing that it was
at address then you should turn your shoulders as far as they can possibly go. You should
not try and turn your hips however. They will turn naturally but your shoulders should be
turned as far as you can physically turn them on your backswing.
The longest hitters all turn their shoulders a long way (past 90 degrees) and if you want to
hit the ball further you should focus on being able to do this. We will get into this more later
in this teaching series, so for now just understand that your shoulders need to turn as much
as possible on the backswing.
Next we’re going to look at wrist cock in the backswing.
To hit the golf ball as long as you possibly can you MUST create a wide swing arc on your
backswing. The average golfer unfortunately doesn’t do this because they wrongly think
that your arms should remain connected to the body in the backswing. Actually, for longer
drives your arms must NOT remain connected to your upper body after the take-away has
been completed.
If this doesn’t happen your backswing plane will be very flat and you’ll have a very narrow
swing arc, costing you a lot of distance and probably causing a slice. To show you what the
average golfer does and how it costs them distance here is a picture of John at the half way
point in his golf swing, along with the wrist angle measurement at the half way point in his
backswing.
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John's Wrist Cock Angle At Half Way Into Backswing
Now compare John’s wrist angle to Jamie Sadlowski’s wrist cock angle at the half way point
in his backswing. By the way, if you don’t know who Jamie Sadlowski is, he is a world long
drive champion.

Jamie's Wrist Cock Angle At Half Way Into Backswing
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These photo’s clearly show that Jamie has a much wider swing arc than John does. As we
move into the transition and downswing you’ll see how crucial this wide arc is to the later
aspects of the golf swing and how it greatly affects distance.
So just to clarify, you want your arms to be connected to your turning body as you are
taking the club away. But once your hands reach a position where they are level with your
right leg then your arms should start to disconnect/move away from your turning body.
This is what creates the wide arc needed to hit the golf ball a long way. Also, another
important characteristic of a long driver is they will generally have high hands at the top of
the backswing. You don’t see many flat swings with long hitters. So to help you hit the golf
ball as long as possible you should be aiming for being wide and high on your backswing,
and a good drill to help you feel this is to practice swinging up against a wall. To do this
drill…
1. Grab a 9-iron (or an old similar club).
2. Setup with your back to a wall so that your bottom is just touching it.
3. Now swing back and feel that you’re swinging wide and high.
When you do this drill stop at the completion of your backswing. Now when you do this if
you hit the wall on your backswing then you know your swing was too flat and probably too
narrow. So keep doing this drill to get the feeling of a wide, high backswing.
Remember…think wide and high. You want to extend your hands as far as possible away
from you on the backswing, and then get them into a nice high position at the top of the
backswing. Doing this wall drill is great for getting the feeling of doing this, because if you
swing too flat you’ll hit the wall! So don’t use a good club to do this drill. Use an old club – in
case you hit the wall.
So let’s recap the backswing as far as the 3 major elements needed for longer drives are
concerned.
Weight shift – in your backswing most of the weight should move to the inside of your right
foot. Make sure the weight does not move to the outside of your right foot on the
backswing, however. Use the drills we’ve given you to practice and perfect this.
Body turn – you want to turn your shoulders as far as they will go while keeping your right
knee in a similar place that it was at address.
Wrist cock – in your backswing you want to create as wide an arc as possible. So don’t try to
cock your wrists in the backswing, but rather try to get as much extension and width in your
backswing as you can. Think wide and high and do the wall drill to get a feel for this.
Ok, so that’s the crucial elements of the backswing that will help you to hit longer drives.
Let’s now look at the transition and downswing.
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If you get the transition from the backswing to the downswing correct you can gain some
great distance, simply because it’s the transition from the backswing to the downswing
where the majority of the potential power in the golf swing comes from.
The backswing sets the stage for the transition. But what separates the longer hitters from
the shorter hitters has a lot to do with the transition.
Now the transition is one of the hardest parts of the golf swing to master because for a split
second your upper body should be completing the backswing while the lower body is
starting to move towards the target. So you should have two main segments of your body
(upper and lower) going in different directions.
Sounds tough, right?
Well, it may sound tough – but it is actually a very natural thing to do. Because if you’ve
played other sports that require kicking (e.g. soccer), throwing (e.g. baseball), hitting (e.g.
tennis) then you would have experienced the transition move that is needed in the golf
swing. One move that almost everyone can relate to the transition is the act of throwing a
ball.
So if you wanted to throw a golf ball as far as you possibly could, would you?:
a) Keep your weight evenly distributed the entire time you’re throwing the ball.
OR
b) Shift your weight to your back foot as you’re taking the ball back and then shift the
weight to your front foot as you throw the ball.
Naturally B is the correct answer, because that’s what any athlete would do to throw the
ball as far and fast as possible. Just take a look at a baseball pitcher for example.
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When a baseball pitcher throws a baseball they move all their weight to the back foot and
they do this so much that when they’re taking the ball back they lift their front foot up. Then
to change directions they shift their weight aggressively to their front foot and keep moving
all of their weight so that at the end of the pitch basically all of their weight is on their front
foot.
That’s an example of a powerful transition and one that you’d do well to model in your
golf swing. So here’s a simple drill to do this.
Baseball Transition Drill
1. Setup to a golf ball as normal, then swing back to almost the top of your backswing and
stop.
2. From this position then move your front foot back so it’s together with your back foot.
3. To start your swing again simply move your front foot back to where it was at address and
while you’re doing this try to complete your backswing.
4. Swing down and hit the ball as normal.
This drill is trying to teach you the feeling of moving your upper body back while your lower
body is moving forward. It’s a great drill and will help you to power your swing correctly.
Now another very important aspect of the golf swing that is needed for you to hit longer
drives is something called lag.
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You can tell a lot by how well a golfer is retaining the lag in their swing when their left arm is
parallel with the ground in the downswing. At this point in the downswing you want the
angle to be 45 degrees or less. Here is a picture of John at the half way point in the golf
swing.

John's Downswing Wrist Cock Angle
Clearly John has not retained his lag. Now compare John’s wrist angle to Jamie Sadlowski’s
wrist angle at the half way point in his downswing.
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Jamie's Downswing Wrist Cock Angle
It’s obvious that the much longer hitter (Jamie in this case) has tremendous lag in their
downswing. Whereas the much shorter hitter (John) does not have much lag in their golf
swing. Ultimately this means that at impact for John the club will be swinging barely any
quicker than the hands and arms are moving.
So lag is where the club is cocked so the clubhead lags behind the hands. Lag is about
storing up power in the club so you can release it at impact.
To hit longer drives you must feel like you are leaving the clubhead behind you and that
your lower body is leading the downswing.
To get a feeling of lag you can do some slow motion swings to get a feeling for leaving the
club behind you. Also, the baseball transition drill we gave you a minute ago is a great one
to learn to lead the downswing with the lower body. This automatically creates lag.
Losing lag in the golf swing is largely the result of golfers trying to do something with the
wrists and hands from the top of the backswing. You must not try to do anything with the
hands and arms when you are transitioning between the backswing and downswing. They
should be pulled by the lower body moving towards the target.
What we have shown you with having a wide arc in the backswing and having lag in the
downswing is what long hitters do and the opposite of what most short hitters do. This is
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evident in the wrist angles that we’ve shown with John. John has more wrist cock in his
backswing than he does in his downswing!
Ok, so let’s recap what you’ve learned in this lesson and how you can apply it.
Backswing
Weight Shift – Practice transferring your weight to the right side early in your backswing by
doing the drills we’ve given you in this lesson.
Body Turn – Turn your shoulders as far as they can go in the backswing while keeping your
right leg in a similar position to what it was at address.
Wrist Cock – Create a swing arc which is as wide and high as you can possibly get it on the
backswing. Do the wall drill to help you get this feeling.
Transition & Downswing
Lag – At the half way point in your downswing your wrist angle should be less than 45
degrees. To help you achieve this, practice slow motion swings where you are trying to lag
the club behind you while moving from the backswing to the downswing. Then do the
baseball transition drill we have given you to get the feeling of your backswing being
completed while your lower body is moving towards the target.
Well, that’s the end of Day 2 of this course. Next, in Day 3 we are going to look at a critical
aspect of the golf swing that determines the distance you can hit the ball. So go to Day 3
now to learn that.
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Day 3
Swing theories and swing methods are a dime a dozen. But here’s a FACT…
The golf ball is just waiting to be hit and as much as we’d like to think so sometimes, the golf
ball does not have a brain. The golf ball doesn’t care how pretty your swing is. It doesn’t
care whether your right elbow is tucked in or flying. It doesn’t care whether you use a one
plane swing or a two plane swing . It doesn’t care what swing method you are using. But
what does matter to the golf ball is what you do at impact.
Have you ever worked on improving what you do at impact (not impact positions)?
Or are you concerned about swing positions?
There are four main aspects of impact that you can work on improving, which will have a
very real affect on the distance you hit the ball. The very first aspect of impact that we’re
going to look at is where exactly the ball hits on the clubface.
In the example of our average golfer, John, that we’re using in this course…his best drive
was 240 yards and his worst drives was 200 yards. Now a big factor on the 200 yard shots
would have been where John hit the ball on the clubface.
In 1998 Golf Digest did a study into how much off-center impact shots affect distance. Here
is the result of the study for a 100 mph swing.
Center Hit – 258 yards
1/2 inch off center – 243 yards
3/4 inch off center – 237 yards
1 inch off center – 227 yards
So contacting a golf ball an inch off the center of the clubface with a 100 mph swing speed
results in a 31 yard loss of distance!
Can you believe it? One inch off center and you lose over 30 yards!!
If you don’t quite believe this, here is a sports science program in which they show this
happening. It also has some interesting results about swinging a heavy object before playing
golf. So if you need some more evidence and convincing that missing the center of the
clubface will cost you distance then watch this video:
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Ok, so you now know that hitting the center of the clubface consistently can only help you
to hit the ball further overall. In response you may say that you have game improvement
irons or a super big headed driver. Well, sorry, but you need to understand that it doesn’t
matter how big a golf club is because all clubs have the same size sweet spot. The sweetspot is equivalent to the club head’s center of gravity, and as such the sweet-spot is very
small. It is about the size of a dime or a circle 1 centimeter in diameter, which is just under
1/2 of an inch.
So if you miss the sweet-spot you’ll be losing distance no matter what golf club you’re
using.
The purpose of all of this information is to drum it into you that if you want to hit the ball
longer you should be practicing hitting the ball consistently out of the middle of the
clubface…. i.e the sweet-spot.
So how do you practice hitting out of the sweet-spot?
Well, there are lots of ways of practicing this. You can get some spray to put on your
clubface so you see where you’re striking the ball.
You can use impact tape. You can put talcum powder on the back of your golf balls so a
mark will appear on your clubface etc. But no matter what you use to get feedback, if you
want to add yards to your drives…practice hitting shots consistently out of the sweet-spot.
You’ll find when you do this that you probably will have a tendency to miss the sweet-spot
in one place. It may be the heel or toe but it will generally be one or the other for most of
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your off-center shots. Finding out where your misses generally are will be very beneficial for
you and will help you to hit longer drives.
Why?
Because by being aware of your misses it will help you to naturally adjust your swing to hit
the center of the clubface. Sometimes awareness can be curative and you’ll find when
working on hitting the sweet-spot this will be one of those times.
Ok, that’s the first important aspect of impact that you need to work on for longer drives.
The next thing you must work on is swing path, because the shortest distance between two
objects is via a direct line.
So if you’re starting the ball way too far to the left or way too far to the right of where you
want your ball to end up, then that’s going to cost you distance.
To hit the ball longer, more consistently you need to work on starting the ball straight where
you want. Years ago a golf magazine had an article with Ken Green, and it showed him
hitting golf balls out of his living room through the ranch-slider doors that were open about
a foot or so and the ball was flying out onto the golf course that was next to his house.
Crazy stuff!
Now although that may seem a bit crazy it’s actually a great way to work on improving your
swing path so you get the ball starting consistently on the line you want it to start.
To do this place some objects in front of where you’re hitting balls so that your ball has to
go through them to travel directly towards your target. A couple of closed golf umbrellas,
with the top points pushed into the ground works well for this. Once they are standing up
on their own they essentially form a gateway for your ball to travel through to ensure your
ball is starting off on the correct path. If you hit either umbrella then you know your swing
path was either too far left or right, and you’ll know how to correct this by seeing which
umbrella you hit.
Here is a picture of John setting up to a ball and we have photoshopped a couple of
umbrellas on the image to show you what we mean.
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Swing Path Drill Setup
Now when you’re working on your club path you should do so with small swings first. Start
off with chip shots trying to hit them through the gate you’ve setup. Then move up to half
swings, then three quarter swings and finally, once you’ve mastered all the shorter swings,
then full swings with a driver.
Also, you can move the gate closer together so the gap your ball has to fly through is
smaller, thus making it harder when you start to get really good at this. Also, you’ll have to
experiment with the distance you position your ball from the ‘gate’. If you really get into
doing this you can record how close you’ve got the gap your ball has to fly through and then
try to get it closer and closer together. Make it a competition and try and beat your best.
When doing this you might want to use softer than normal golf balls rather than real golf
balls, because if a ball ricochets off your gate and comes back to hit you it might hurt!
Ok, so far in this impact section we’ve covered two things you need to focus on to hit longer
drives more consistently, which are…
1. Striking the ball consistently in the middle of the clubface.
2. Starting the ball consistently on the line you want it to start.
There is a third and very important element that you need to work on, both for consistency
and added length.
We all know that if the clubface is quite open at impact then the ball will curve to the right.
Equally, if the clubface is closed then the ball will curve to the left.
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So in a perfect world we want the clubface to be perfectly square at impact to where we
want the ball to finish. But if you haven’t already noticed…we do not live in a perfect world.

And the chances of hitting perfectly straight golf shots are zero to none. If you’ve seen the
Protracer on TV you’ll know you never see a perfectly straight golf shot. But rather you’ll
normally see shots like this…

Now there’s a famous story about Jack Nicklaus watching Ben Hogan hitting balls and seeing
the machine like fade that Hogan hit balls with. So Nicklaus was determined to use the same
ball flight. To do this he would practice at a target and then he would start the ball at the
target but he would never want a ball to end up to the left of the target. Obviously to do
that he had to strike the ball with an open clubface creating the fade spin on the ball.
Good story, right?
But what’s better, an open clubface at impact or a closed one?
Well, there is no right or wrong with this, BUT if your average shot is a slice you need to at
least get that back to a little fade. Equally, if your average shot is a hook you need to get
that back to a little draw. The golfers who hit the ball a long way have a little draw or a little
fade, and here is a great way to work on this…
Go to a driving range and pick out a target in the distance to aim at. Then set something up
in front of you so you have a gate to shoot through in the same way you’ve just seen. When
you’ve set this up it will mean that if you get the ball between your gate it will start directly
at your target. Then you need to set a goal to either get your balls to finish all to the left of
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your target or all to the right of your target. When doing this start by hitting half shots with
a 5-iron and then move up to your driver.
So just to clarify, what you’re working on with this drill is starting the ball straight where you
want and then getting the ball to curve to the left or to the right.
By learning to curve the ball all one way consistently you will get a great by-product which is
CONFIDENCE!
Imagine standing up on a tee with out-of-bounds all down the right hand side and you’ve
trained yourself to start the ball consistently at a target and draw the ball. So that means
you can pick a target like the middle of the fairway and you know that your ball is going to
end up to the left of that, i.e. NOT O.B!
That will give you confidence. That will allow you to swing with more relaxation and
freedom, which will naturally give you longer drives.
Ok, you’ve got 3 things to work on as far as impact is concerned, and those 3 things are…
1. Striking the ball consistently in the middle of the clubface.
2. Starting the ball consistently along the line you want it to start.
3. Controlling the clubface angle at impact.
That, along with the setup and other swing tips, should add about 10 yards to John’s shots.
We’re sure if you work on them as well, you’ll gain at least 10 yards in extra distance. But
tomorrow we’re going to cover something that can add 22 yards to your drives. That’s no
exaggeration either. For most average golfers adding that much distance with this one thing
is easily doable. So go to Day 4 now to find out what that one thing is.
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Day 4
Today is going to be an exciting day for you – because you’re going to discover what you can
do to add at least 22 yards to your drives!
Sound farfetched?
Well it’s not - and we’re going to prove it to you. You see, our student John…

John - Average Golfer
…averaged 220.45 before this course. Now let’s say that John has diligently put into practice
all the help and advice we’ve given him so far, and he’s now averaging 230.45 yards per
drive. And let’s also say that John now hits his drives perfectly out of the middle of the
clubface, with the ball starting straight where John wants it to be going. Plus, John’s golf
club now contacts the ball with a slightly closed clubface, producing a pretty little draw.
So what else can our average golfer, John (i.e. YOU), do to hit an even longer drive?
Well there is one massive thing he can do, which is…

Increase Swing Speed
Following is a graph that will clearly show you the distinct correlation between a golfer’s
swing speed and their driver distance:
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This graph clearly shows that the faster your swing is, the further your ball will travel. So
now let’s say that John works out that his average swing speed is 92 mph. The average
golfer has a swing speed of about 85 mph so John is a bit above average. It’s obvious that in
order to hit the ball further John needs to increase his swing speed.
A good goal for any golfer would be to increase their swing speed by 10 mph on average.
Keep in mind that this is average swing speed, NOT a one-off swing. So if John could get his
swing speed up to 102 mph on average then he would gain 22 extra yards in distance.
That is calculated on the fact that for every 1 mph you add to your swing speed, you’ll pick
up about 2.2 yards in distance.
Ok, so would you like to increase your swing speed by 10 mph and add 22 yards to your
drives?
Would that make golf more fun and easier for you?
Naturally it would, so then the matter turns to how you do it.
Well, you could just try and swing faster, but if it was that easy then everyone would do it.
So just trying to swing faster is obviously not the answer.
The next logical place to look is your body. If you want to swing 10 mph faster than you are
currently then what needs to happen to your body for that to happen?
Well, if you started to look into golf fitness you could get confused fast. There are terms
like:
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Posture
Stability
Balance
Power
Strength
Co-ordination
Flexibility
Cardio-Vascular

So where would you start in trying to add 10 mph in swing speed to your swing?
Well, let’s take a look at John again:

John - Average Golfer
The very first thing John should focus on is flexibility. The reason for this is because if you
haven’t noticed already, the golf swing requires a great amount of movement. And,
unfortunately, as we get older we start to lose our flexibility.
Now there are two main types of flexibility exercises, and these are:
1. Active
2. Static
Seen as how the golf swing is all about moving we, as golfers, should predominantly focus
on doing active flexibility exercises.
An example of an active flexibility exercise is a club cross ration exercise. To do this active
flexibility exercise you should place a club behind your head and across your shoulders and
hold the club with a hand at either end. Then simply twist your shoulders to the left and
right while you keep your feet flat on the ground facing forward.
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This exercise obviously mimics what happens in the turning of the golf swing and it’s
exercises like this one which help golfers to be more flexible. And being more flexible allows
a golfer to make bigger turns and thus, have more power in the downswing and get into
better positions in the swing.
Incidentally, it’s been found that Pro Tour Players have nearly twice as much upper body
flexibility as the average golfer! So working on improving your active flexibility with an
exercise like the one we have just given you can only help you to hit longer drives.
So the previous example was an active flexibility exercise, now an example of a static
flexibility stretch is something called a holding rotator stretch. This static stretch is for the
neck and to do this stretch you just slowly turn your head to the right as far as you can. At
the end of your range you hold the stretch for 15 seconds. Then you repeat the stretch to
your left side.
If you are new to exercising then doing some static stretching can be helpful. It can also be
helpful to stretch places of past injuries, e.g. lower back. But as far as hitting longer drives is
concerned you’ll get very little benefit from doing a lot of static stretching.
Just think, the golf swing is a movement and as such you need to train in a way that will help
you to increase your range of motion while you are moving.
So when you’re working on improving your body for longer drives you should definitely
focus most of your time on active flexibility exercises. But a good time to do static flexibility
exercises is between exercises of a strength program and that’s what we are going to cover
next.
Strength will help a golfer to hit longer drives, but you only need to be so strong. For
example, if you can bench press 80 pounds to start with and then you get stronger so you
can bench press 100 pounds, it’s not going to mean that you can suddenly hit the ball 20
yards further.
But we like to look at building strength as a foundational aspect of a program to hitting
longer drives.
It may not help you to hit longer drives immediately, but it will form a base for that to
happen. And when you do strength type of exercises for golf you should try to choose
exercises that require standing on your feet and NOT requiring the use of a machine. You’ll
get a better return on investment when you exercise with dumbbells and barbells rather
than a using a machine.
Ok, so to hit longer drives you should work on improving your flexibility and strength. After
getting a solid base of doing that next you should work on converting that to power.
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Power is about explosiveness, which is obviously what you want in your golf swing. So to
work on this you should do powerful exercises. An example of an explosive type of exercise
is a Push Press.
To do that exercise hold a barbell with a grip that is slightly wider than shoulder width and
hold the bar at chest height across your shoulders. Then dip your body slightly by bending
your knees and then explosively drive upward with your legs, driving the barbell up off your
shoulders while quickly extending your arms straight up over your head. Then return the
barbell to your shoulders and repeat.
This type of training transfers over nicely to golf because if you look at a game of golf you
may have about 40 full swings and they are very much spread out. You do a swing for 1
second or so and then you have a break of many minutes sometimes before you have
another swing.
Look, the golf swing is an explosive movement. You don’t need a lot of endurance to swing a
golf club so by doing power types of exercises it will help you to swing powerfully in your full
swings.
Golfers get tired because of the walking and standing around for 4+ hours, not from the
swinging of a golf club.
So for longer drives this is what you need to work on:




Increasing your range of motion through active flexibility exercises
Becoming stronger with standard type of strength exercises
Converting your strength into power with powerful exercises

Finally, the last thing you need to work on is...

SPEED!
Your brain will try to keep your swing speed about the same as it’s always been. That is one
of your brains functions...to try and keep things the same.
So one thing you must do to swing faster is to train for speed. When you do this you need
to do exercises that are very fast and you do them for a short period of time e.g. less than
15 seconds.
An example of a speed exercise to speed up your golf swing is to swing a driver as fast as
possible back and forth for 10 seconds. Don’t stop when doing this, just swing back and
forth as fast as possible.
When training for speed you need to do very fast movements for very short periods of time.
This type of training should take less than 10 minutes per day and it should involve lots of
rest between exercises.
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This is the icing on the cake and will help to convert all the flexibility, strength and power
exercises into faster swing speeds. So just to recap. To improve your swing speed you
should focus on improving your:





Flexibility
Strength
Power
Speed

You should always work on your active flexibility and then you need to cycle through trying
to improve your strength, power, then speed.
If you continually try and improve in all of those aspects you will hit the ball further, your
golf swing will be easier and you’ll be less likely to get injured. Oh, not to mention you’ll get
comments from your playing partners about your longer drives PLUS you’ll feel healthier
and enjoy life more.
Not a bad by product from improving your body to try and hit longer drives.
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Day 5
In this final lesson of this course we’re going to look at the place a lot of golfers turn to first
in their search of longer drives. This, of course, is equipment. However, it should be the last
place a golfer turns to in search of longer drives in our opinion, because it can be expensive
to get golf clubs custom fitted for you only to find they no longer suit you when you gain 10
mph in swing speed and you’ve developed a late release etc.
So you should work on your technique first and then go through The Golf Swing Speed
Challenge programs first to max out your swing speed. Once you’ve done that then you can
look at equipment to gain some more yards. There are three main things you can look at to
add some distance to your drives. Those three things are:
1. Tees
2. Balls
3. Drivers

Let’s look at tees first.
As far as longer drives is concerned there are things called performance tees. No
matter what performance tee you get the idea of them is to launch the golf ball
with less resistance and lower spin. One performance tee claims you can add 7
yards in distance. Another one claims you can gain 5 yards and you’ll be 7 yards
more accurate than any other performance tee.
So what to do?
Well, the best piece of advice we can give you is to just try some performance tees
and see what works best for you. If you try a performance tee and you actually notice
another 5 yards in distance, along with more accuracy, then great. It’s only about $5.00 to
get a pack of performance tees so give some a try to find the best tee for you.
Alright, that’s pretty simple. Let’s now look at something a bit more complicated…golf balls!
We’re not sure how many golf balls there are out there, but it’s a lot. So how can you
choose a golf ball that is right for you out of the 100+ type of golf balls available for
purchase?
Well, first you need to define what you want a golf ball for.
If you play golf purely for fun and you would rather have longer drives
than a great golf score then you would choose a different ball than
someone who wants long drives but is willing to sacrifice a little
distance for some feel around the greens.
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Now when it comes to golf balls there are three major factors you need to consider:




Distance
Control
Feel

You need to understand right up front…there is no perfect golf ball. But there will be a
couple of golf balls that suit you and your golf game, you just have to find them.
There are services online that apparently help you to find the perfect golf ball, but that stuff
is very subjective. For example, an online service may tell you that a particular golf ball is
perfect for you but when you play it you may find that you don’t like the feel of the ball, or
you may not like the sound, or you may not like the look of the ball for whatever reason.
So here’s the best piece of advice we can give you as far as golf balls are concerned.
Find a golf ball that you think helps you to achieve the sort of goals you want for your golf
game. Once you have your “normal” golf ball then get a sleeve of golf balls that are different
than your “normal” golf ball. Use them in a game to see if you like them better than your
“normal” golf ball. If you do like the “new” golf ball then make them your new “normal”
ball. Every 10 rounds or so get some new golf balls to try so you can see if you can find a
new and better “normal” ball.
I bet you wish there was some plug and play type of service that will tell you the “perfect”
golf ball for you, right?
Well, as we said, there are services that will supposedly do that, but we’re human beings
not machines. So experiment and find the best ball for you right now and then keep
experimenting to try and find something better.
To help you, on all the major golf ball manufacturing websites they have online tools to help
you choose a ball that is (they think) right for you. So use them to help you narrow down a
search for a ball to try. Also, if there are companies doing ball fittings then try that out as
well. Just don’t get sucked into thinking there’s a perfect golf ball. As we said, there will be a
couple of different golf balls that perform well for you. You just need to do the testing to
find them. By doing this it helps to keep things fresh anyway. So look on this golf ball finding
process as a positive thing for your golf game. And here’s one final important point:
We know of quite a few men who have used lady golf balls because they liked them better.
So don’t just limit your search for your “normal” golf ball to the stock standard other
options. Sometimes try a completely random golf ball to see how it performs. You may not
want to do that in a semi-serious game, but certainly do it if you’re having a quiet nine
holes. Because who knows, you might just find a better ball for you that the golf ball experts
would not recommend for you. Sometimes people can be wrong.
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Ok, let’s now look at equipment.
There’s a couple of options as far as equipment is concerned. You can
buy off the shelf or you can be custom fitted for golf clubs.
If you want to add 10 yards to your drives here is the best piece of
advice as far as doing this.
You need to go to a qualified club fitter that has a launch monitor etc.
to get the crucial numbers to help you find the perfect number. Like with the golf balls,
there are online services that supposedly can fit you with some golf clubs, but that’s
obviously not the best method. You’re never going to get some tour pro entering in some
numbers into a form and then be told a driver that will fit them perfectly.
Now here is a warning on getting a custom fitted driver.
It will be expensive. To gain 10 yards in distance with a custom fitted driver it is going to cost
you hundreds and hundreds of dollars.
If you do this however, it will be helpful if you know a bit about what a club fitter is looking
for when selecting a driver for you. When fitting a person club fitters look at two critical
numbers when you hit a drive. Those two numbers are…
1. Launch angle
2. Spin rate
Through research it has been found that a higher flight off the clubface combined with a
lower spin rate can help golfers to hit the ball further.
A good launch angle for a driver is between 10-14 degrees. This is largely determined by the
loft on a driver.
Next up you have the spin rate and, generally speaking, the less spin on the ball the better.
You should have between 2,500 to 3,500 RPM’s when hitting a driver. To help you get this
range a club fitter will experiment with driver lofts, shafts and different kinds of balls.
Before we finish up this equipment section, if you are going to go the off the shelf route
here’s three things most average golfers do wrong when choosing a new driver:
Loft: Most average golfers get a driver with loft that is too low. Here’s a loft guideline to
help you in selecting a driver. If you swing about 90 mph you should have a driver with
about 11-12 degrees of loft. If you swing about 100 mph then your driver loft should be
about 10-11 degrees. If you’re over 110 mph in swing speed then you can start to
experiment with lower lofts if you’re hitting it too high.
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Shaft flex: Most average golfers choose a shaft flex that is too stiff. Instead golfers should
try and find the most flexible shaft that they can handle, and that will give them good
accuracy.
Club length: Most average golfers use a golf driver that is too long. Most golfers would drive
it better if they had a driver that is about 44-45 inches.
Ok, so you can most certainly add 10 yards of distance to your drives by getting equipment
that will help you, but it will not be cheap – especially the custom fitted driver aspect.
Alright, that’s the last day of this course so let’s wrap it up.
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Conclusion
We put this course together to show you how you really can add 42 yards to your drives.
This 42 yards was an estimated figure, assuming you would…




Add 10 yards by improving your setup and swing.
Add 22 yards by increasing your swing speed by 10 mph.
Add 10 yards by getting a driver fitted for you.

Now clearly the biggest bang for your buck is increasing your swing speed, and that’s where
The Golf Swing Speed Challenge comes in.
http://www.GolfSwingSpeedChallenge.com
Whether you get The Golf Swing Speed Challenge or not we have lots of other tips and
advice to improve your entire golf game so you’ll be hearing more from Jeff to help you in
your golf game. Keep a look out for his emails.
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Setup Practice Task Sheets
Task

Completed

Day 1

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 2

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 3

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 4

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 5

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.
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Day 6

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 7

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 8

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 9

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 10

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.
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Day 11

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 12

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 13

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 14

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 15

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.
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Day 16

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 17

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 18

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 19

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 20

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.
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Day 21

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 22

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 23

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 24

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 25

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.
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Day 26

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 27

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 28

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 29

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.

Day 30

Practice forming your grip perfectly with a training grip, 10 – 18 times.
Practice the posture drill 10 times and remember the critical move of
bumping your left hip towards the target by an inch or two to get your
right side lower.
Practice setting up to a golf ball with perfect parallel alignment and the
ball positioned just inside your left heel. Also, make sure you grip the
club with your new perfect grip.
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